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Chairman’s Report
Dear Members,
I am very pleased to inform you 2013 was another busy year for the Committee, who once again organized a
number of very successful and enjoyable events:
-

An AV Spaniel Working Test
Four AV Retriever Working Tests
Two Gundog Displays – one at Monmouth Show and one at Usk Show
A schedule of Training Classes
Entered a team at the Retriever Team Challenge at Sherborne
Three Novice Field Trials
One One Day and one Two Day Open Field Trials

Organisation of the 2014 schedule has already started, full details are now available on our website
www.uskvalleyworkinggundogclub.co.uk.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank so many people without whose generosity, co-operation and
willingness your Committee could not offer you, our Members, a full schedule of events.
Thank you very much Skinners who generously sponsor all of our events, thank you to the Landowners and
Game Keepers who generously allow us to use their land for Field Trials, Working Tests and Training; to the
teams of Guns who expertly shoot for us at the Field Trials; to our Stewards at the Trials and Working Tests
and our dependable Volunteers who help carry game at the Trials or throw dummies at the Tests and the
Training Classes, organize refreshments or help with the administration at the Working Tests. I apologise if
I have missed anyone, thank you all very much!
Last but not least a big thank-you to the hard-working Committee for their commitment, support, dedication
and organization of the many events, without them giving up their time the events would not be as successful
as they are.
We welcome feedback from you, our Members, so we can tailor these events to suit as many as possible. So,
if you have any suggestions on future events or on how we can improve those already in place, please contact
either myself or one of the Committee members.
Wishing you and your dogs an enjoyable summer,
Best Regards,
Debra Bird

Secretary’s Report
I can hardly believe a year has gone by since my last report, and what an incredibly wet season we have just
had; I for one was very pleased when 1st February arrived. I don’t know about my dogs, but I think my
washing machine will be glad to have a well-earned rest after all those wet and muddy dog towels!
Anyway, Usk Valley has kept me extremely busy over the past twelve months as Secretary and also
‘maintainer’ of our Website. I am delighted to say that I have had some excellent feedback regarding our
website, and so I will try my best to keep up the good work. The test season is almost upon us and as usual I
will endeavour to get all results, photos, etc, onto the website as quickly as possible, however, sometimes there
is a delay as I have to wait – sometimes nag, scream and shout – for the relevant information from various
people, but we always get there in the end.
During the trialling season, I particularly try and get as much info onto our website as I possibly can, which
includes updating the draw results almost daily with any changes, withdrawals, etc. This means that

everyone can see where they are in the draw, and whether they are moving up the list if they have been drawn
as reserve, which I hope is helpful.
I will also be assisting with this year’s Retriever Trials, beforehand and on the day(s) in question, and I would
just like to take this opportunity to thank those of you – some Committee members, some not – who have
already volunteered your services to help out, whether it be game carrying, stewarding or whatever; it is
much appreciated.
Finally I wish you and your dogs a very successful, happy and above all, healthy year ahead. On that note, I
would just like to share with below, some of my highs and lows of the past twelve months (and prior)…….
Carolyn Stanley

‘Triumph in the Face of Adversity’
Last year was one I will certainly remember for a long time to come. Firstly, going back to May
2010, we bred our first litter of Labrador pups. I chose a little black bitch (Skeviot Emerald) for
myself to train and bring on. Having spent almost every waking hour with the litter since their
birth, choosing her was easy – she had so much character, charm and intelligence, and despite
being the smallest in the litter, she had the heart of a lion. There was never any doubt in my mind
that she was special and the one for me.
I trained her until she was just 11 months old. It was not long after I had been having one of those
spells standing out in the freezing cold wondering why I was doing this – she was being a little minx
and clearing off with the dummy, as they do – when suddenly I was diagnosed with a serious illness.
So my other half Simon kindly continued with her training for me.
It is safe to say that I would have struggled to get through the very difficult months that followed
without Emmy; not just because of the close bond that we share, but also because she seemed to
understand. If I needed a lie down, she was there next to me with her head on my lap; if I was
having a bad day, she stuck to me like superglue. She was a breath of fresh air, and with her funny
little ways brought a smile to my face every day. She still does.
After six months or so, I was recovering and felt ready to get back into the saddle (well, my wellies
anyway) and continue with her training. This I did for the grand total of 3 days! Simon felt that
she was ‘just too good’ and asked to have her back. Reluctantly I had to agree, being the novice
handler that I am, and who was I to hold her back. She had been there for me, and she now
deserved every opportunity possible.
So, in October 2012, she went on to win the Mid Wales Novice Trial, and I shed a tear or two of joy,
it has to be said. In May 2013, she won the BASC tower Bird Trophy, and then in October she won
the Westward 2-Day Open. This time I cried buckets – mainly because this meant that my
precious little girl, at the grand old age of 3, had qualified and was going to the Championships.
When we arrived at Lauder last November, it really didn’t matter to me what happened over the
next three days. All that mattered was that she was there running, deservedly so, and I was there to
see it. As I watched her with Simon having her photo taken for the Paul French video, I felt so
proud, and yes, you have guessed it, I shed a few more tears.
Carolyn Stanley

Treasurer’s Report
The past year has again been a successful one for the Club. We ran 5 very well-attended working tests – one
of which a spaniel test, the first one in quite a few years! – and 5 Field Trials; competed in the inter-club
competition at the Sherborne Country Fair and gave demonstrations at both the Monmouth and Usk Shows,
both much appreciated by the organisers and the public. All in all, well done Usk Valley!
Financially, we can also look back on a good year, the books show a very healthy balance – details to be
available at our AGM on 12th May, or from me after that date - enough for us to feel justified in taking on the
not inconsiderable burden of running two day trials, which are very expensive, what with the ever increasing
cost of birds and travel, as well as the expense of putting the judges up for the night, in some cases two
nights, and providing them with well-earned food and drink.
Talking about trials, I would like to thank Dr. Gareth Davies who ran last season’s retriever trials for us. He
did, of course, a splendid job, and I was therefore particularly pleased that his final trial, or rather, the last
one he organized for us, our two-dayer at Evesham, turned out to have been, in his own words, the best trial
he had ever attended, in terms of quality of guns, dogs and handlers: how is that for ending on a high!
May I remind you all that our membership fees have gone up this year, to £10.00 for a single membership and
£12.00 for joint, so please, please, amend your standing orders, if you have not already done so, I have
received an awful lot of incorrect payments which may result in you not being able to run in tests or trials as
a fully paid-up member.
Remains for me to wish you a most enjoyable summer with your dogs!
Sonja Forrest

We wish Pat Williams, one of our founder members
(together with her late husband and Ron and Barbara
Hempstead), all the best in her new life in Guernsey! Of
course, we hope she will be as good as her word and come
and see us every now and again, she is still very much a
member of the Club. Whatever happens, we will not forget
her and all she did for this Club.
In this photograph she is seen with our President,
Gill Wright; another member of very long standing.

Notice is hereby given that the

Annual General Meeting

of
the Usk Valley Working Gundog Club
will be held on
Monday, 12th May, 2014
at 8.00 pm
at the Nags Head Inn, Usk

Election of Officers:
Members may submit nominations for the appointment of Officers. The Retriever Field Trial
Secretary, Dr Gareth Davies, has retired and has been replaced by Mr Simon Hagain as Acting
Field Trial Secretary.
Election of Committee Members:
Members may submit nominations for election to the Committee. One Officer and two
Committee members retire by rotation, but are willing to offer themselves for immediate
re-election; they are Mrs S Forrest, Mr D Elson and Mr A Willis.
Mr G Sinkowski has resigned from his position.
Vacancies exist for two Committee Members, one Spaniel Working Test Secretary (application
received from Mr J Morris), and one Official Trainer
Nominations:
Members nominated for any of the appointments above must be proposed and seconded by
fully paid-up members of the Club. Nominations must also be accompanied by a written
consent from the Nominee and must reach the Honorary Secretary, Carolyn Stanley, by 21st
April, 2014.

Agenda:
Items for inclusion in the Agenda must reach the Honorary Secretary by 21st April, 2014,
correctly proposed and seconded.

Directions to the Nags Head Inn, Usk:
From M4 motorway, take the A449 to Usk, turning off at the A472. As you approach the centre
of the village you will find the Nags Head Inn in the Clock Square on your right.

WORKING TESTS
Retriever Working Tests at Park Farm, Caerleon – 24th March, 2013
The results were as follows:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Novice
Cadover Bumble of Craifelin
Ffynongain Triffer
Damson of Ivy Rock
Slipside Ebony

Mr. R. Tozer
Miss S. Stevens
Miss E. Davies
Mr. P. Green

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
CoM

Open
FTCh Levenghyl Beetle
Dealminster Pen
Slipside Danzy Jones
Penderyn Welsh
Dealminster Hornet

Mrs. C. Raymond
Mr. H. Parker
Mr. N. Probert
Mr. N. Probert
Mrs. G. Herrmann

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
CoM

Puppy
Brigburn Kit Carson
Copperbirh Gunner
Killyryrudden Faeroe
Karnoosty Out of Bounds
Karnoosty In the Rough

Mrs. S. Rogers
Mr. N. Probert
Mrs. P. Gibb
Mrs. A. Baker
Mrs. D. Smith

Spaniel Working Tests at Manmoel, 25th May, 2013
The results were as follows:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
CoM
CoM
CoM
CoM
CoM
CoM
CoM
CoM
CoM
CoM

Novice
Minnie
Murrayden Apollo
Cippin Nutmeg
Ladecourt Slip of Shalloakwest
Tina
Sneggy Kaylon
Creccamarsh Jessie
Rosey
Fran
Nederscot Rebel
Fitzers Dixie
Lydbrook Lad
Caegarw Eclipse
Bushback Gypsy

Jeff McAndrew
Jane Smith
Matthew Jones
Alistair Ross
Jeff McAndrew
Michael Hurley
Maison Jones
Paul Williams
Kevin Jones
Eric Smith
Alison Spiers
J. Derrick
Brian Barry
Gavin Pearson

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
CoM
CoM

Open
Shalloak West Stag
Gatekeeper Lady
Copperspring Purdy
Glanhowy Grankly Scarlet
Cippyn Rainbow
Izzy

Alistair Ross
Jane Stenner
Helen Clarke
Peter Moruzzi
Matthew Jones
Jeff McAndrew

Retriever Working Tests at Clytha Park – 9th June, 2013

Winners and Judges – Novice & Puppy

The results were as follows:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
CoM

Novice
Cynhinfa Lennon
Movenne Arrow of Greyhill
Tereshenko Duke Joseph
Millay Summer Rose
Copperbirch Gunner

Mr. C. Perry
Mrs. G. Wright
Mrs. V. Oakley
Mr. J. Saxton
Mr. N. Probert

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
CoM

Puppy
Ryford Amethyst
Tan y Rhallt
Mynyddmaen Non
Endacott Todd for Lovehayne
Cynhinfa Marcus

Mrs. J. Beach
Mrs. V. Oakley
Mr. J. Derrick
Mr. R. Edwards
Miss B. James

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Open
FTCh Vamp Parsley Pottage
FTCh Levenghyl Beetle
Slipside Danzy Jones
Oncote Mystic Millie of Gallfield

Mrs. V. Prichard
Mrs. C. Raymond
Mr. N. Probert
Mr. D. Gallimore

Retriever WorkingTests at Trippen Kennett 18th August
The results were as follows:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
CoM
CoM
CoM

Novice
Ffynongain Usher
Windoog Pack Coral
Skeviot Starlite
Copperbirch Gunner
Hassycott Whistlefish Finn
Jarailstar Biscut
Movenne Dark Night

Miss M. Stevens
Ms C. Baker
Ms. C. Jenkins
Mr. N. Probert
Mr. M. Redpath
Ms C. Haywood
Mrs. C. Raymond

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
CoM

Open
Saxaphone John Smiths
FTCh Levenghyl Beetle
Slipside Danzy Jones
Shuttifield Gracon
Vamp Pipsissewa

Ms E. Bos
Mrs. C. Raymond
Mr. N. Probert
Mrs. J. Redpath
Mr. A. Fisher

Retriever Working Tests at Glanusk – 31st August
The results were as follows:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Novice
Hassycott Whistlefish Fin
Mucklehart Gracie
Wapsac Major of Llanover
Skeviot Starlite

Mr. M. Redpath
Ms D. Cornforth
Mr. D. James
Ms. C. Jenkins

1st
2nd
3rd

Puppy
Buffskin Zelda
Tuckers Pool Joy of Vamp
Mynyddmaen Misti

Mrs. V. Emms
Mrs. V. Prichard
Mr. J. Derrick

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
CoM
CoM

Open
FTCh Vamp Parsley Potage
Shuttifield Sinba
Cadover Bumble of Craigfelin
Slipside Diplomat
Luisenga Highland Lad
Lilleburne Ripple Reed

Mrs. V. Prichard
Mr. M. Redpath
Mr. R. Tozer
Mrs. D. Bird
Mr. P. Hobbs
Mrs. M. Jarrod

FIELD TRIALS
Novice Retriever Trial held at Sedbury, Chepstow, on 7th September, 2013

Award Winners & Judges
The first of our two Novice AV Retriever Trials was held on 7 th September by kind invitation of Mr. Colin
Markey, and was judged by Barbara Kuen, Vickie Prichard, Huw Jones and Gareth Davies. Shaun Lee’s
team of guns shot exceptionally well, and as always, we were extremely grateful to Skinner’s Pet Foods for
their continued sponsoring of our trials and working tests. The card consisted of all Labradors – 8 dogs and
6 bitches.
At the start of the trial the weather was threatening and overcast, but as the day wore on, it became much
more acceptable; indeed, at times it was a little too warm. The day started in a narrow strip of cover crops
where scenting conditions created problems for a number of the dogs. The crop held a large number of
partridge, but even more pheasants which tested the game recognition of the guns (pheasants were not in
season) and the steadiness of the dogs. Unfortunately, the temptation was too great for two of them who ran
in. The crop was very dense in places and this, coupled with poor scenting conditions, proved to be
troublesome for both dogs and judges when trying to find shot game. At the end of the second round, only
seven dogs were left to battle it out.
The trial moved out of the crop into wide grass meadows interrupted by strips of rushes. There was a
plentiful supply of game; sighting was unimpeded, giving the judges, handlers and dogs an excellent chance to
mark. A number of handlers allowed their dogs to over-run the fall, others struggled to hold an area, with
many requiring a considerable amount of handling. After walking through two meadows, only three dogs
were still in contention. These were put in the middle of the line and given another retrieve. The trial ended
with the judges deciding to only award a second place, as shown below.
Gareth Davies – Retriever Field Trial Secretary

2nd
Guns‘ Choice

Copperbirch Gunner
Cynhinfa Lennon

Nigel Probert
Craig Perry, Winner of the
Dealminster Trophy

Novice Retriever Trial, held at New Farm, Norton, Evesham, on 14th September, 2013

Award Winners and Judges
We held our second Novice Trial at New Farm, nr. Evesham, on 14th September, by kind invitation of
Norman and Sandra Onens. The weather was mixed with an overcast sky. The judges were Gaynor Gent,
Henrik Vilendal, Chris Hutton and Norman Onens. The trial took place in fields of roots which were
generously populated with both English and French partridge. Martin Prichard and his team of guns made
the trial for the dogs with the quality of their shooting; it took 54 birds to split what was a very good
collection of novice dogs. The card consisted of 13 Labradors (9 dogs and 4 bitches) and a Golden Retriever
bitch.
In the majority of cases, the marking was exceptional, and pace and style were there in abundance. The
judges gave the handlers/dogs as much time as was needed in order for them to demonstrate their abilities.
Nine dogs made it through to the third round, with the judges dropping just one dog at the cut. The third
round asked more of the dogs and handlers; a few were left wanting, although at the run-off, five dogs were
still in the mix. The remaining dogs were put in the middle of the line and tested further. Number 10, Alan
Schofield with Maldrake Erin of Eastdale, was sent for a running ‘English’ that came down about 35 metres
in front. The judge got him away quickly, but after a long hunt he was called up; other dogs were tried, but
they, and the judges, also failed to find the bird. Unfortunately, Mandrake Erin, who up to that point had
been going well, was deemed first dog down and eliminated. The trial was brought to a conclusion after
giving the remaining dogs one more retrieve each. The judges deliberated for quite a while before deciding
on the four awards, as shown below.
Gareth Davies – Retriever Field Trial Secretary
1st &
Guns’ Choice

Olivertash Meadow

Helen Chatterton,
Winner of the Ronbar Cup & R.S. Davies Cup

2nd

Steamcombe Tavy

Julie Kelvie

3rd

Studebaker Archie
at Lyanmoreshot

Jennie Dimmock

2-day Open AV Retriever Trial, held at New Farm, Norton, Evesham,
on 21st and 22nd October

Award Winners & Judges
The 24 dog Open Qualifier for AV Retrievers (Stake 3) was held on Monday and Tuesday 21st and 22nd
October, 2013 at Norman and Sandra Onens’ ground near Evesham. This trial will be best remembered for
the outstanding quality of both dogs and handlers. No fewer than ten of the handlers had previously run in
the IGL Retriever Championship; three had already qualified for this year’s Championship and one, David
Latham, running No.13, had won the Championship on three occasions (2003, 2010 and 2012).
Ken Morgan and his experienced team of guns, who over the years have shot over trialling dogs many times,
showed their accuracy time and time again. Iris Wright did an outstanding job as Chief Steward, organizing
the two days with military precision. The judges on the left were Phil Garton and Paul Wintersgill, and on
the right Gareth Davies and Brian Barker. Thanks must also go to our most generous sponsor, Skinners Pet
Foods; also our Committee members and helpers who battled with the rain and wind for two days.
The stage was set for a most memorable two days of trialling. There was quality in abundance in dogs,
handlers, guns and judges. Whilst the weather was mainly drizzly rain, with the sun making short sporadic
appearances, it failed to dampen the enthusiasm of all who attended. Starting in the root fields below the
farm, the dogs lined out and moved forward at a brisk pace.
The fields were populated with both English and French partridge that flew well, and came to hand at just
the right intervals. Accurate marking, confident handling, and dogs with pace and style were the order of
the day, along with judges prepared to give dogs and handlers the time necessary to demonstrate these
qualities. Six dogs were lost in the first round (one first dog failure, three were eye-wiped, and two for other
faults). With just one retrieve in the second round, the judges decided to cross-retrieve and dogs and
handlers stepped up to the plate, with many giving breath-taking performances. Six dogs were lost in the
second round, and at 3.30 pm the trial was called to a halt, with 12 dogs going through to the second day.
The second day took place on the Honeybourne part of the estate, with rain and clouds that would persist
throughout the day. The day began in a root field with the line stretched to some 150 metres, and, starting as
they left off on the first day, the judges cross-retrieved from the start.
Even with the line stretched, the dogs and handlers repeatedly proved that they were a match for the

challenges set by the judges. At the end of the root field, the trial moved into a small plantation interspersed
with white grass. By the end of the third round, there were just six dogs left in contention. Whilst it was
difficult to mark or see your dog in this type of terrain, both dogs and handlers exhibited an impressive
display of confidence. Leaving the woodland and the white grass, the trial moved back into roots, but this
time a deep ditch split the line. After losing two more dogs, the judges got together to deliberate. They took
what seemed like ages before deciding that they would go on for another retrieve each. After giving each dog
one more retrieve, the judges got together again, and after a long debate decided to make six awards – 1st, 2nd,
3rd, 4th and two Certificates of Merit. All in all, it had taken 107 birds to split what was an exceptionally
talented collection of dogs and handlers, but to ‘put the icing on the cake’, by winning the trial Nathan
Laffy’s bitch Abbotsleigh Emu was made up to a Field Trial Champion!
Gareth Davies – Retriever Field Trial Secretary

The results were:
1st

Abbotsleigh Emu

Mr. Nathan Laffy
Winner of the Howard Williams Memorial Trophy

2nd

FTCh Eastdale Kayne

Mr. Alan Schofield
Winner of the Brockweir Trophy for highest placed
Breeder/Handler

3rd

Rhoonside Zulu Warrior
of Artistryn

Mr. David Field

4th
COM

Ragweed’s Greedy of Fendawood
FTCh Elijas Danny

Mr. David Latham
Mr. Leigh Jackson

COM

Fernflight Morris of Jinkster

Mrs. Kim Jinks

Guns’
Choice

FTCh Rimrock Hurricane

Mr. Andy Latham
Winner of the Milheath Salver

AV Spaniel Novice Trial held at Sedbury, Chepstow, on 12th October, 2013

Award Winners & Judges
The trial started off with dogs in roots; this proved difficult for a lot of the dogs with only a handful of dogs
on the right- hand side going through to the second round.
For the second round we moved into woodland and the eight remaining dogs all came into their own, each
hunting with drive and style; No.13 backing up her first run with another good second round. When each
dog had completed their second round, the judges closed their books and the trial was declared over. The
winner was announced and also Guns’ Choice went to No.13, a very worthy winner, especially considering
she had a steel plate and pins in one of her legs; a fantastic achievement!
Tyrone Axford, Chief Steward

The results were:
1st and Guns’ Choice

Marshwood Rhona of Carkees

Mrs. M. Cox

2nd

Gatekeeper Outlaw of Keldeb

Mr. A. Willis

3rd

Skersmoor Augustus

Mr. M. Stevens

4th

Creccamarsh Jessie

Mr. M. Jones

COM

Ffynonlas Divyx

Mr. C. Morgan

ESS Open Trial held at Sedbury, Chepstow, on 28th October, 2013

Usk Valley held their ESS Open on Monday, 28th October, at the Riverside Shoot, by kind permission of Mr.
Colin Markey. The judges for the day were Mr. Roger Tozer and Mr. Wayne Lewis.
The day started off with a full card, but due to bad weather leading up to the day of the trial we were unable
to use any cars, so we all had a bit of a walk!
The trial started off in a small woodland, and the dogs were soon amongst the birds. We then made our way
down to the cover crop, which was the undoing of several dogs due to the not finding their retrieve; indeed,
two dogs were eye-wiped by the judges when they found a bird that both dogs had been tried on.
We were then taken into the woods where the dogs were given every chance to show what they could do, with
some nice hunting and retrieving on show.
After making up their books, the judges then declared the trial over. Congratulations to the winner, Eric
Smith, who also made his dog up to Field Trial Champion following his win!
We would like to say a huge thank-you to our sponsors, Skinner’s, the judges and to everyone who helped on
the day.
Alan Willis

The results were:
1st

Nederscot Eirwen

Mr. E. Smith

2nd

Tylacoch Sally

Mr. K. John

3rd

Meiouigan Miss Milly

Mr. P.de Challans

4th

FTCh. Kenmar Dervia

Mr. J. Cook

CoM

FTCh Shalloakwest Stag

Mr. A.Ross

CoM & Guns’ Choice

Gatekeeper Meg of Centrewalk

Mr.R. Preest

CoM

Cherygal Light

Mr. G. Atwill

CoM

Chinachgook Kayhasi

Mrs. S. Jenkins

UVWGC Shop
The Club shop will open again this year at the working tests (NOT 18th May!).
As well as all the lines from last year, it is hoped to introduce some new ones
including short blanks. Enquiries: jillbowler@hotmail.com

The Club would once again like to thank
Skinners Dogfood
for their continued sponsorship!

